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An emerging issue in movement neurosciences is whether haptic feedback influences
the nature of the information supporting a simulated grasping response (i.e.,
pantomime-grasping). In particular, recent work by our group contrasted pantomime-
grasping responses performed with (i.e., PH+ trials) and without (i.e., PH− trials) terminal
haptic feedback in separate blocks of trials. Results showed that PH− trials were
mediated via relative visual information. In contrast, PH+ trials showed evidence of
an absolute visuo-haptic calibration—a finding attributed to an error signal derived
from a comparison between expected and actual haptic feedback (i.e., an internal
forward model). The present study examined whether advanced knowledge of haptic
feedback availability influences the aforementioned calibration process. To that end,
PH− and PH+ trials were completed in separate blocks (i.e., the feedback schedule
used in our group’s previous study) and a block wherein PH− and PH+ trials were
randomly interleaved on a trial-by-trial basis (i.e., random feedback schedule). In other
words, the random feedback schedule precluded participants from predicting whether
haptic feedback would be available at the movement goal location. We computed
just-noticeable-difference (JND) values to determine whether responses adhered to, or
violated, the relative psychophysical principles of Weber’s law. Results for the blocked
feedback schedule replicated our group’s previous work, whereas in the random
feedback schedule PH− and PH+ trials were supported via relative visual information.
Accordingly, we propose that a priori knowledge of haptic feedback is necessary to
support an absolute visuo-haptic calibration. Moreover, our results demonstrate that
the presence and expectancy of haptic feedback is an important consideration in
contrasting the behavioral and neural properties of natural and simulated grasping.
Keywords: action, grasping, haptic feedback, pantomime, Weber’s law
INTRODUCTION
Our visual system’s ability to identify an object is dependent on the integration of relative
information laid down and maintained by the visuoperceptual networks of the ventral visual
pathway. In contrast, goal-directed grasping is supported by absolute visual information
mediated by dedicated visuomotor networks residing in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC)
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of the dorsal visual pathway (for reviews of duplex visual
processing see Goodale, 2011; Whitwell et al., 2014)1. The
importance of vision for action and the absolute processing of
the dorsal visual pathway is characterized by work showing that
chronic (i.e., optic ataxia; for recent review see Andersen et al.,
2014) and transient (i.e., via transcranial magnetic stimulation)
lesions to the PPC impairs grip aperture scaling and interferes
with online trajectory amendments (Jeannerod, 1986; Desmurget
et al., 1999; Pisella et al., 2000; Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2013). It
is, however, important to recognize that in addition to vision,
the motor system is provided object-based information via
haptic feedback (i.e., integrative mechano- and proprioceptive
cues). In particular, physically grasping an object provides:
(1) mechanoreceptive cues related to the shape and texture
of an object’s grasp points; and (2) proprioceptive cues from
thumb and forefinger position that provide absolute object
size information (for review of haptic frames of reference see
Lederman and Klatzky, 2009). As such, haptic feedback may
serve as an important sensory resource in determining the nature
of the information (i.e., relative vs. absolute) supporting grasping
control.
One area of research that has potentially underestimated
the importance of haptic feedback is pantomime-grasping. The
empirical evaluation of pantomimed (or simulated) actions was
first introduced by Liepmann (1905/1980) and required that
individuals perform a well-learned movement (e.g., hammering
a nail) in the absence of a physical tool and/or object. The
task was originally employed to provide clinical evaluation
of apraxic motor deficits following stroke (Geschwind and
Kaplan, 1962; Roy et al., 2000). The grasping literature has
subsequently evolved the use of pantomime-grasping and
requires that participants direct a response to an area adjacent
to, or once occupied by, a target object. In particular, the
dissociated stimulus-response relations of pantomime-grasping
have been frequently used as a framework for understanding
the distinct visual characteristics associated with natural and
simulated responses (for review see Goodale, 2011). It is,
however, important to recognize that pantomime-grasping and
natural grasping differ not only in terms of their visual
properties but also because the former does not entail physically
interacting with an object; that is, pantomime-grasping does
not afford the integration of haptic feedback. In addressing
the importance of this issue, Bingham et al. (2007) employed
a mirror-box apparatus allowing the manipulation of haptic
feedback without occluding object vision (see depiction of
mirror-box in Figure 1 of Bingham et al., 2007). In that
experiment, responses were completed in conditions wherein
1The visual and tactile information mediating perceptions and actions differ
with respect to their metrical properties. The term ‘‘relative’’ used for
perceptions refers to target features (i.e., size, shape, and location) in relation
to its surrounding environment and the manner in which it is encoded (e.g.,
the object is judged to be bigger or smaller than another object). Relative
information is based on comparisons within the environment or memory-
based experiences. In contrast, absolute information reflects the metrical
(or Euclidean) properties of a target object. Notably, the use of ‘‘relative’’
and ‘‘absolute’’ information is reflected in the visual (Goodale, 2011) and
somatosensory (i.e., tactile; see Lederman and Klatzky, 2009) literature.
vision of an object overlapped with its physical location
(i.e., haptic feedback condition: H+ trials) and when the
physical object was unavailable at the movement goal location
(i.e., no haptic feedback condition). Thus, the no haptic
feedback condition in Bingham et al.’s (2007) study entailed a
pantomime action and we henceforth refer to this condition
as pantomime-grasping without haptic feedback (i.e., PH−
trials). Notably, H+ and PH− trials were completed in
separate blocks (i.e., blocked feedback schedule) and a block
wherein task-types were randomly interleaved on a trial-by-
trial basis (i.e., random feedback schedule). Thus, in the
random feedback schedule participants were unaware as to
whether they would receive haptic feedback at the end of
their response. Blocked feedback schedule PH− trials exhibited
a less accurate scaling of grip aperture to object size (i.e.,
smaller peak and terminal grip aperture values) than H+ trials.
In contrast, random feedback schedule PH− trials exhibited
aperture scaling commensurate to random and blocked schedule
H+ trials. Accordingly, Bingham et al. (2007) concluded that
haptic feedback—even when intermittently and unpredictably
available—supports an absolute visuo-haptic calibration. In
contrast, the absence of haptic feedback throughout a block
of trials (i.e., blocked PH− trials) was interpreted to preclude
any calibration and limit grip aperture specification to the
relative visual (i.e., visuoperceptual) properties of an object
(see also Goodale et al., 1994; Westwood et al., 2000;
Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2011; Fukui and Inui, 2013; Holmes
et al., 2013). In subsequent work, Schenk (2012) used a
similar mirror-box apparatus to examine H+ and PH− trial
performance in an individual with bilateral lesions to her
ventral visual pathway (i.e., patient DF; see James et al.,
2003). The literature has shown that DF’s ventral stream
lesions impair her visual form perception but spare her use
of vision for action due to her intact dorsal visual pathway
(Goodale and Milner, 2006). Schenk reported that DF’s grip
aperture specification during PH− trials was no better than her
well-documented visuoperceptual deficits—a finding previously
documented and attributed to the relative and perception-
based nature of pantomime-grasping (Goodale et al., 1994). In
turn, DF demonstrated absolute aperture scaling when PH−
trials were performed in a feedback schedule that included
intermittent—but predictably available—H+ trials2. Based on
these results, Schenk proposed that DF requires integrative
visual and haptic cues to support her absolute aperture scaling.
Although Schenk did not provide a mechanistic account for
his findings, Whitwell et al. (2014) proposed that if haptic
feedback supports DF’s grip aperture scaling then it may
do so by providing feedback related to thumb and index
finger position that is used in a feedforward fashion to
support performance on future trials, and/or generate an
error signal that permits an absolute visuo-haptic calibration
2Although Schenk’s (2012) intermittent feedback schedule included
randomly ordered H+ and PH− trials, participants were provided advanced
knowledge of whether a trial would involve haptic feedback. Thus, and unlike
the present study, Schenk’s work was not designed to evaluate whether the
expectancy of haptic feedback influences an absolute visuo-haptic calibration.
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(for challenges to Schenk’s findings and interpretation see
Whitwell and Buckingham, 2013; Whitwell et al., 2014; see also
Milner et al., 2012).
Recent work by our group showed that dissociable
information supports grasping responses performed with
and without haptic feedback (Davarpanah Jazi et al., 2015a,b;
Hosang et al., 2016; see also Davarpanah Jazi and Heath,
2014). Notably, a distinction between our group’s work and
others (Bingham et al., 2007; Schenk, 2012) is that instead
of contrasting PH− and H+ trials our group employed a
pantomime-grasping condition wherein haptic feedback was
provided after participants achieved their desired movement
goal location (henceforth referred to as pantomime-grasping
with haptic feedback: PH+). In particular, PH+ trials entailed
an experimenter placing a physical object between participants’
thumb and forefinger only after their grasping response was
completed. Thus, and unlike H+ trials, PH+ trials provided:
(1) no expectancy that the object would be available to grasp
immediately at the end of the response; and (2) no risk of
an early object collision (see Smeets and Brenner, 1999). For
example, the PH− and PH+ trials employed by Davarpanah Jazi
et al. (2015b) were completed in separate blocks. Additionally,
just-noticeable-difference (JND) values at the time of peak
grip aperture (PGA) were calculated to determine whether
task-types adhered to, or violated, the psychophysical principles
of Weber’s law. Indeed, Weber’s law asserts that the JNDs
associated with discriminating between an original (i.e., the
to-be-grasped target object) and a comparator stimulus (i.e.,
grip aperture) is in constant proportion to the magnitude
of the original stimulus, and that the sensitivity of detecting
a change in any physical continuum is relative as opposed
to absolute (for review of this issue in grasping, see Heath
et al., 2015a). As such, JNDs in grasping provide a law-based
evaluation of the nature of the information supporting motor
output (see Ganel et al., 2008a; Heath et al., 2011). Results
showed that JNDs for the PH− and PH+ trials adhered to
and violated Weber’s law, respectively. In line with previous
work, results for the PH− trials indicated aperture shaping
via relative visual information (e.g., Goodale et al., 1994;
Bingham et al., 2007; Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2011; Holmes
et al., 2013). In turn, that PH+ trials violated Weber’s law
indicates that the provision of haptic feedback supports the
absolute specification of object size. More specifically, our
group proposed that PH+ trials engender an error signal
related to a difference between an ‘‘expected’’ (in this case
haptic) and ‘‘actual’’ sensory outcome that supports an absolute
visuo-haptic calibration mediating future trials (for review of
internal models see Wolpert et al., 1995). Indeed, such a view
is consistent with evidence that haptic feedback is as a salient
‘‘intermodal alignment’’ signal that supports the learning and
the predictions necessary for future motor responses (Flanagan
et al., 2006).
The goal of the present investigation was to examine the
issue of whether advanced knowledge related to the provision
of haptic feedback influences the information supporting PH−
and PH+ trials. The basis for our question was twofold. First,
and as mentioned above, it is possible that the PH− trials
used in Bingham et al.’s (2007) random feedback schedule
were influenced by an expectation that the object would
be available at the movement goal location. Indeed, because
Bingham et al.’s random feedback schedule included PH− and
H+ trials it is entirely possible that participants structured
their responses based on a strategy designed to avoid colliding
with the object in the event that it was present. In fact, the
authors of that work acknowledge that such a strategy may
account for the equivalent peak and terminal grip aperture
values associated with their random feedback schedule PH−
and H+ trials. To that end, we contrasted PH− and PH+
trials performed in blocked (i.e., the same feedback schedule as
used by Davarpanah Jazi et al., 2015b) and random feedback
schedules. Importantly, the use of PH− and PH+ trials in
the random feedback schedule provides equivalent movement
strategies because the absence of a physical object in both
tasks obviates the need for responses to be structured as if the
object was always available to touch, or collide with. Second, we
computed JNDs across all experimental conditions to provide
a law-based measure of whether advance knowledge related
to the provision of haptic feedback influences the information
supporting grasping. In terms of research predictions, if PH+
trials in the random feedback schedule violate Weber’s law then
results would support the contention that intermittent—and
unpredictable—haptic feedback is sufficient to support an
absolute visuo-haptic calibration. In turn, if PH+ trials in
the random feedback schedule adhere to Weber’s law then
results would indicate that advanced knowledge of haptic
feedback availability is necessary to support an absolute visuo-
haptic calibration. Moreover, evidence supporting the latter
view would indicate that the inability to contrast actual
and expected haptic events on a trial-by-trial basis precludes
the development of an internal model necessary for the
aforementioned calibration. In addition, we included memory-
guided (MG) trials wherein haptic feedback was immediately
available at the movement goal location. The MG trials were
employed as a naturalistic control for the integration of haptic
feedback.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Sixteen individuals (1 male and 15 females: age
range = 18–29 years) from the University of Western Ontario
community volunteered to participate in this study. All
participants were self-declared right hand dominant and had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants signed
consent forms approved by the Office of Research Ethics,
University of Western Ontario, and this work was completed
according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The participants
recruited here were a convenience sample and we recognize that
it resulted in an asymmetrical number of female participants.
That said, a previous study by our group reported null sex-based
differences in the integration of haptic feedback for grasping
kinematics (Davarpanah Jazi and Heath, 2014). Thus, we do not
believe that our results are tempered by sex-based differences in
grasping control.
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Apparatus and Procedures
Participants stood in front of a table-top (height = 880 mm,
depth = 760 mm, width = 1060 mm) for the duration of the
experiment and used a precision grip (i.e., thumb and forefinger)
to grasp the long axis of differently sized target objects with
their right hand (see Figure 1 for grasping posture). The target
objects were black acrylic blocks that were different in width
(20, 30, 40 and 50 mm) but had the same height and depth
(10 mm). Target objects were positioned 300 mm from the
front edge of the table and at participants’ midline. The target
objects’ long axis was oriented perpendicular to participants’
midline. A pressure sensitive switch placed at table midline and
50 mm from the front edge of the table served as the start
location for each trial. Vision of the grasping environment was
controlled via liquid-crystal shutter goggles (PLATOTranslucent
Technologies, Toronto, ON, Canada; for further information
see: Milgram, 1987). As well, a Sonalart (Mallory Sonalert
Products, Indianapolis, IN, USA) was used to cue grasping
responses. Computer and auditory events were controlled via
MATLAB (7.9.0: The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and the
Psychophysics toolbox extensions (ver 3.0; Brainard, 1997).
A National Instruments A/D board (NI PCI-6221, National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) supported external hardware
FIGURE 1 | Schematic of visual, auditory and haptic events for the
memory-guided (MG) and pantomime-grasping trials with (i.e., PH+)
and without (i.e., PH−) haptic feedback in blocked (i.e., BPH− and
BPH+) and random (RPH− and RPH+) feedback schedules. Participants
were provided a 2000 ms visual preview of a target object 20, 30, 40, or 50
(mm) in width after which time vision was occluded for a 2000 ms delay and
followed by an auditory tone. For MG trials, the target object remained present
on the grasping surface and therefore provided immediate haptic feedback.
For the pantomime-grasping trials, the target object was removed from the
grasping environment and was not available to “touch” at the movement goal
location. At the end of BPH+ and RPH+ trials the experimenter placed the
physical target object between participants’ thumb and forefinger to provide
delayed haptic feedback. For RPH− and RPH+ trials, the question mark in the
column headed “Delayed Haptic Feedback” indicates that participants were
unaware of whether haptic feedback would be available. The photographs
below the schematic provide an egocentric view of a participant’s limb
position at the movement goal location for MG, PH− and PH+ trials. Notably,
for the PH+ trials the experimenter’s limb can also be seen placing the target
object between the participant’s thumb and forefinger. Note: the goggles were
in their translucent state throughout a movement; hence, the egocentric view
presented here serves only to depict participants’ grasp posture.
connections (i.e., start location switch, translucent goggles, and
Sonalert).
Memory-Guided Grasping
Prior to each trial the experimenter placed a target object on
the tabletop surface while the participant rested the medial
surface of their grasping limb on the start location—during
this time the goggles were set to their translucent state. Once
the target was appropriately placed, the goggles were set to
their transparent state for a 2000 ms visual preview. Following
the preview the goggles reverted to their translucent state for
a 2000 ms delay interval after which time a tone (2900 Hz
for 100 ms) cued participants to initiate a grasping response.
Participants were instructed to grasp—but not lift—and hold
the target object for 2000 ms before returning to the start
location. The goggles remained translucent for the duration
of the response, thus participants planned and executed their
response in the absence of online visual feedback. Notably, the
target object remained on the table surface for the duration of
the response and provided immediate terminal haptic feedback
related to absolute object size. The MG condition was performed
in a single block of trials and participants were therefore aware
that a physical target object would be present at the movement
goal location.
Pantomime Grasping
Participants completed two types of pantomime-grasping trials
and both entailed the same visual and auditory events as the
MG task. In particular, the pantomime-grasping without haptic
feedback trials (PH−) served as a more ‘‘traditional’’ pantomime-
grasping response and involved the experimenter removing
the target object from the grasping environment during the
delay interval. As such, participants grasped to a remembered
target location and were not afforded terminal haptic feedback
related to object size. Further, participants were instructed to
maintain their terminal aperture for 2000 ms before returning
to the start location. In the pantomime-grasping with haptic
feedback trials (PH+), the experimenter removed the target object
from the grasping environment as in the PH− trials; however,
after movement offset (see kinematic definition of movement
offset below) the experimenter placed the target object between
participants’ right thumb and forefinger. More specifically, a tone
generated via the kinematic defined movement offset signaled
the experimenter to place the target object back on the table
surface and the experimenter slid the object until it first contacted
the thumb and then positioned the object until the opposite
side contacted the forefinger of the grasping hand. The time
required to complete this process was not longer than 2500 ms.
Notably, this time window has been shown to be sufficiently
brief to allow for feedback-based integration (for review see
Heath et al., 2010). Participants were then instructed to make the
appropriate adjustments to produce a stable precision grasp (i.e.,
a forefinger and thumb posture that would allow for lifting of
the target object). The target object was held—but not lifted—for
2000 ms before the participant returned to the start location.
Figure 1 provides a schematic representation of the sequence of
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visual, auditory and haptic events that occurred during a single
trial across all task-types. The 2000 ms visual delay between
target preview and response cuing provided the experimenter
with sufficient time to remove the target object from the table-
top during pantomime-grasping trials. Further, previous work
by our group has shown that MG grasping movements (i.e.,
the control condition in this experiment) completed following
a delay (of 2000 ms or less) violate Weber’s law and are
mediated via absolute visual information—a finding we have
replicated on a number of occasions (Holmes et al., 2011;
Davarpanah Jazi et al., 2015b; Hosang et al., 2016; for review
see Heath et al., 2015a). Thus, our group has shown that the
delay interval used here does not influence the nature of the
information mediating motor output. Further, and in line with
our group’s previous work (Davarpanah Jazi et al., 2015b),
MG, PH− and PH+ trials were completed in a 600–800 ms
grasping time bandwidth. Following each trial verbal feedback
(i.e., ‘‘too fast’’, ‘‘too slow’’, ‘‘good’’) was provided, and any trial
falling outside the bandwidth was discarded and reentered into
the trial matrix. Less than 5% of trials were repeated for this
reason.
PH− and PH+ trials were performed in blocked (i.e., BPH−
and BPH+) and random (i.e., RPH− and RPH+) feedback
schedules. In the blocked feedback schedule (i.e., the same
feedback schedule as used by Davarpanah Jazi et al., 2015b)
participants were aware of whether or not terminal haptic
feedback would be available, whereas in the random feedback
schedule the presence of such feedback could not be predicted.
More specifically, in the random feedback schedule PH+ and
PH− trials were randomly interleaved on a trial-by-trial basis.
The different trial blocks entailed 15 trials to each object size
(which were randomly ordered). Therefore, the MG, BPH− and
BPH+ trial blocks each consisted of 60 trials and each required
approximately 30 min to complete. In turn, the random feedback
schedule entailed 120 trials (i.e., 60 trials of each of the RPH− and
RPH+ tasks) and required approximately 60 min to complete.
To reduce mental and physical fatigue, the four trial blocks
were performed in separate sessions separated by at least 24 h
(i.e., two blocks per session). The ordering of trial blocks was
randomized.
Data Analysis
The position of the right limb was measured via infrared emitting
diodes (IREDs) placed on the lateral surface of the distal phalanx
of the forefinger, the medial surface of the distal phalanx of the
thumb, and the styloid process of the wrist. IRED position data
were sampled at 400 Hz via an OPTOTRAK Certus for 1500 ms
following response cuing. IRED position data were filtered offline
via a second-order dual-pass Butterworth filter employing a low-
pass cutoff frequency of 15 Hz (for further information see
Winter and Patla, 1997). Subsequently, instantaneous velocities
were computed from the position (i.e., displacement) data
via five-point central finite difference algorithm. Movement
onset was marked when participants released pressure from the
start location switch and movement offset was determined when
wrist velocity fell below a value of 50 mm/s for 20 consecutive
frames (i.e., 50 ms).
Just-Noticeable-Difference (JND) Values
Weber’s law asserts that JNDs represent the smallest detectable
difference between an original and a comparator stimulus and
are proportional to the magnitude of the original stimulus.
Moreover, the law states that the sensitivity of detecting a
change in any physical continuum is relative as opposed to
absolute. In the perceptual literature JNDs are computed via
an arbitrary statistical criterion related to participants’ ability
to discriminate between an original and a comparator stimulus
(e.g., 75% of trials or any other possible value). Notably,
however, a statistical criterion is not possible for a grasping
task. Thus, in the current and other research (Ganel et al.,
2008a,b; Pettypiece et al., 2009; Holmes et al., 2011, 2013; Heath
et al., 2012; Holmes and Heath, 2013; Davarpanah Jazi and
Heath, 2014; Davarpanah Jazi et al., 2015b) JNDs represent
the within-participants standard deviation of PGA. In addition,
we computed JNDs at movement offset (i.e., terminal grip
aperture: TGA) to evaluate whether a visuo-haptic calibration
extends from the predictive (i.e., PGA; see Jeannerod, 1986)
to the end stage of aperture shaping. Importantly, the JND
approach used here is based on the Fechnerian principle that
variance reflects the uncertainty by which a performer is unable
to detect a difference between an original and comparator
stimulus (Ganel et al., 2008a; Heath et al., 2015a; for extensive
review see Marks and Algom, 1998). In particular, Marks and
Algom assert that a linear increase in variability with increasing
stimulus intensity ‘‘. . . is Weber’s law’’ (p. 102). Figure 2
provides data from an exemplar participant performing MG,
BPH− and BPH+ trials. The large panels show trial-to-trial
PGAs associated with 20, 30, 40 and 50 mm target objects.
Further, the offset panels of Figure 2 show standard deviations
(i.e., JNDs) associated with the trial-to-trial values. The figure
shows that trial-to-trial values for the BPH− trials—but not
MG or BPH+ trials—increased linearly with increasing object
size and we interpret the linear increase as adherence to
Weber’s law.
Dependent Variables and Statistical
Analyses
In line with our previous work, we examined grasping time
(GT: time between movement onset and offset), peak grip
aperture (PGA: maximum resultant distance between thumb
and forefinger), terminal grip aperture (TGA: distance between
thumb and forefinger at movement offset), time to peak grip
aperture (tPGA: time from movement onset to PGA) and
computed JNDs at PGA and TGA. All dependent variables
were examined via 5 (condition: MG, BPH−, BPH+, RPH−
and RPH+) by 4 (object size: 20, 30, 40, and 50 mm)
repeated measures ANOVA. Main effects and interactions were
considered significant at an alpha level of 0.05 or less. Post hoc
contrasts for object size were examined via power-polynomials
(i.e., trend analysis: see Pedhazur, 1997), whereas between-
condition effects were decomposed via paired samples t-tests.
We also computed participant-specific slopes relating JNDs
(at PGA and TGA) to object size across the five grasping
conditions (i.e., MG, BPH−, BPH+, RPH− and RPH+). The
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FIGURE 2 | Trial-to-trial peak grip aperture (PGA: in mm) values for an exemplar participant in MG (top panel), blocked feedback schedule
pantomime-grasping without haptic feedback (BPH−: middle panel) and blocked feedback schedule pantomime-grasping with haptic feedback
(BPH+: bottom panel) trials as a function of object size. The figure demonstrates that trial-to-trial PGAs for MG and BPH+ trials did not systematically vary with
object size, whereas values for BPH− trials increased with increasing object size. The smaller offset panels represent the mean within-participant standard deviation
for each object size (i.e., the just-noticeable-difference values: JNDs). The dashed lines represents the linear regression of JNDs to object size and the top of each
panel presents the associated linear regression equation and proportion of explained variance. The figure graphically demonstrates our computation and
interpretation of JNDs. In particular, null scaling of JNDs to object size (i.e., MG and BPH+ trials) is taken as a violation of Weber’s law, whereas values that
systematically increase with object size (i.e., BPH− trials) are taken as adherence to the law.
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slope analyses were designed to support a series of planned
contrasts. The first examined all pairwise comparisons between
MG, BPH− and BPH+ trials, whereas the second examined
all pairwise comparisons between BPH−, RPH− and RPH+
trials. The basis for these analyses was to: (1) determine whether
advance knowledge of haptic feedback in a pantomime-grasping
task (i.e., BPH+ trials) elicits a null JND/object size scaling
commensurate to a more naturalistic grasping task (i.e., MG
trials); and (2) determine whether the absence of advance haptic
feedback information (i.e., RPH− and RPH+ trials) renders
aperture scaling commensurate to a ‘‘traditional’’ pantomime-
grasping task (i.e., BPH− trials).
RESULTS
The average GT was 693 ms (SD = 27) and this variable did
not produce any manipulation related effects (all F < 1). Results
for tPGA yielded main effects for condition, F(4,60) = 26.76,
p < 0.001, and object size, F(3,45) = 7.46, p < 0.01. In particular,
tPGA values for pantomime-grasping conditions did not reliably
vary (BPH− = 599 ms, SD = 46; BPH+ = 609 ms, SD = 36;
RPH− = 574 ms, SD = 39; RPH+ = 578 ms, SD = 40; all
t(15) < 1) and occurred later than the MG condition (507 ms,
SD = 45; all t(15) > 5.80, all p < 0.001). In addition, across all
trial-types tPGA increased linearly with increasing object size
(only linear effect significant: F(1,15) = 9.44, p < 0.01). Results
for PGA produced main effects for condition, F(4,60) = 31.82,
p < 0.001, object size, F(3,45) = 399.19, p < 0.001, and their
interaction, F(12,180) = 2.76, p < 0.01. Figure 3 shows that PGAs
for all trial-types increased with increasing object size (only linear
effects significant: all F(1,15) = 206.79, 338.38, 207.78, 355.77
and 328.93 for BPH−, BPH+, RPH−, RPH+ and MG trials,
respectively, all p < 0.001). As well, at each matched object size
PGAs for theMG condition were larger than all pantomime trial-
types (all t(15) > 4.91, all p < 0.001), which did not reliably
differ from one another (all t < 1). In terms of TGA, results
indicated a main effect for object size, F(3,45) = 428.94, p< 0.001,
such that values increased linearly with increasing object size
(only linear effect significant: F(1,15) = 514.16, p < 0.001; see
Figure 3). As well, we note that the absence of a reliable effect
of condition, F(4,60) < 1, for TGA demonstrates that the larger
aperture values associated with MG trials early in the grasping
trajectory (i.e., at PGA) were no longer present at movement
offset.
Results for JNDs computed at PGA and TGA yielded main
effects of object size, all F(3,45) = 11.26 and 11.01 for JNDs at
PGA and TGA, respectively, all p < 0.001, and condition by
object size interactions, all F(12,180) = 3.49 and 2.70 for JNDs at
PGA and TGA, respectively, all p < 0.01. Figure 3 demonstrates
that JNDs computed at PGA for BPH−, RPH− and RPH+ trials
increased linearly with increasing object size (only linear effects
significant: all F(1,15) = 50.63, 12.02 and 21.63 for BPH−, RPH−
and RPH+ conditions, respectively, all p< 0.001), whereas JNDs
for the BPH+ andMG conditions did not reliably vary with object
size, all F(3,45) = 1.46 and 0.36, ps = 0.24 and 0.78. In addition,
JNDs computed at TGA match the aforementioned analyses;
that is, values for BPH−, RPH− and RPH+ conditions increased
FIGURE 3 | The left panels present mean peak grip aperture (PGA in
mm; see closed circle symbols and dashed regression line)
and terminal grip aperture (TGA in mm; see open square symbols
and dotted regression line) and the right panels depict
just-noticeable-difference (JND in mm) values computed at PGA (see
closed circle symbols and dashed regression line) and TGA (see open
square symbols and dotted regression line) for: (1) blocked feedback
schedule pantomime-grasping trials performed with (BPH+) and (2)
without (BPH−) haptic feedback, and (3) random feedback schedule
pantomime-grasping trials performed with (RPH+) and (4) without
(Continued)
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FIGURE 3 | Continued
(RPH−) haptic feedback, and (5) MG trials. Error bars represent 95%
within-participants confidence intervals as a function of the mean-squared
error term for object size computed separately for each trial-type (Loftus and
Masson, 1994). Note: for the PGA and TGA panels the size of the error bars is
less than the width of the symbol depicting the mean value, as well, for all
pantomime-grasp trial-types a significant degree of overlap exists between
PGA and TGA values. The inset panels represent the mean participant-
specific slope relating PGA and TGA to object size and JNDs (computed
separately at PGA and TGA) to object size. Error bars represent 95%
between-participant confidence intervals and the absence of overlap between
a confidence interval and the horizontal line indicates that the slope reliably
differed from zero, and is a result that can be interpreted inclusive to a test of
the null hypothesis (Cumming, 2013).
linearly with increasing object size (only linear effects significant:
all F(1,15) = 14.75, 10.40, and 9.52 for BPH−, RPH− and RPH+
conditions, respectively, all p < 0.01), whereas BPH+ and MG
conditions did not reliably vary with object size, all F(3,45) = 1.72
and 0.08 for BPH+ and MG conditions, respectively, ps = 0.17
and 0.50.
The inset panels for JNDs in Figure 3 provide mean
JND/object size slopes (for values computed at PGA and TGA)
and associated 95% confidence intervals for each trial-type. These
figures graphically support our analyses of mean JND values;
that is, slopes for the BPH−, RPH+ and RPH− trials—but
not the BPH+ and MG trials—reliably differed from zero. As
well, we used participant-specific slopes for a series of planned
comparisons and for ease of presentation we present here
only JND/object size slopes computed at the time of PGA.3
The first set of planned comparisons show that the slope for
BPH− trials (0.10, SD = 0.06) was steeper than MG (−0.01,
SD = 0.09) and BPH+ trials (0.02, SD = 0.05; all t(15) = 4.37
and 4.05, all p < 0.002), and the latter two trial-types did not
reliably differ (t(15) = −1.22, p = 0.24). A second set of planned
comparisons indicated that RPH− (0.06, SD = 0.07), RPH+
(0.08, SD = 0.06) and BPH− trials did not reliably differ from
one another (all t(15) = 1.65, 1.31, and −1.00, all p > 0.33,
respectively for RPH− vs. BPH−, RPH+ vs. BPH−, and RPH−
vs. RPH+).
DISCUSSION
Our group demonstrated previously that PH− and PH+ trials
performed in separate blocks adhere to, and violate Weber’s law,
respectively. This demonstrates that haptic feedback supports
an absolute visuo-haptic calibration (Davarpanah Jazi et al.,
2015b). The present study contrasted PH− and PH+ trials across
blocked and random feedback schedules to determine whether
3Although not provided in the main Results, JND/object size slopes
computed at TGA match those computed at PGA. In particular, the slope
for BPH− trials (0.09, SD = 0.06) was steeper than MG (0.00, SD = 0.05) and
BPH+ (0.02, SD = 0.05) trials, (all t(15) = 2.50 and 4.66, all p < 0.03). In turn,
slopes for RPH− (0.07, SD = 0.07), RPH+ (0.07, SD = 0.06) and BPH− trials
did not reliably differ from one another (all t(15) = 1.22, 1.01 and −0.15, all
p > 0.24, respectively for RPH− vs. BPH−, RPH+ vs. BPH−, and RPH− vs.
RPH+).
advanced knowledge of haptic feedback is necessary to support
the aforementioned calibration.
Memory-Guided (MG) and Blocked
Feedback Schedule Pantomime-Grasping
with (BPH+) and without (BPH−) Haptic
Feedback
We first outline findings for MG and blocked pantomime-
grasping trials (i.e., BPH− and BPH+) to demonstrate that
results replicate an earlier study by our group (Davarpanah
Jazi et al., 2015b). In particular, PGA and tPGA values for
MG, BPH− and BPH+ trials increased linearly with increasing
object size—a finding demonstrating that the motor system
reliably discriminated between the differently sized objects used
here (for resolution of visuomotor system see Ganel et al.,
2012). Notably, however, MG trials produced larger and earlier
occurring PGAs than BPH− and BPH+ trials (Cavina-Pratesi
et al., 2011; Holmes et al., 2013; Davarpanah Jazi et al., 2015b;
see also Goodale et al., 1994; Westwood et al., 2000). These
results are consistent with previous work and demonstrate that
the absence of a physical object (i.e., BPH− and BPH+ trials)
offers no risk of an object ‘‘collision’’ and thereby renders PGA
values that are smaller and later occurring than MG trials (for
review of double-pointing hypothesis see Smeets and Brenner,
1999). In further support of this assertion, MG trials produced
comparable terminal grip apertures (i.e., TGA) to BPH− and
BPH+ trials—a result further indicating that the larger PGA
of MG trials is related to an obligatory strategy designed to
reduce the possibility of a collision. More notably, the timing
and magnitude of PGAs, as well as the magnitude of TGA,
for BPH− and BPH+ trials did not differ. This is a salient
finding for two reasons. First, it demonstrates that trial-types
were associated with comparable movement strategies. Second,
it demonstrates that any difference in JND values across BPH−
and BPH+ trials (see details below) cannot be attributed to a
range effect in aperture size (i.e., larger JND for a response
with a larger PGA or TGA; Lemay and Proteau, 2001) or the
stochastic properties of motor-output variability (Schmidt et al.,
1979)4.
4An issue raised in the review process was that the larger PGAs associated
with MG trials in combination with the condition’s null scaling of
JNDs relates to a mechanical constraint and/or the neuromotor noise
accompanying a larger aperture opening. In addressing this issue, we first
note that BPH+ trials elicited PGAs that matched the other pantomime-
grasping conditions and were smaller than MG trials. In spite of this result,
JNDs for BPH+ trials did not vary with object size. Moreover, all trial-types
produced comparable TGA values. Thus, a mechanical-based explanation
cannot account for the null JND/object size scaling observed at PGA and
TGA for the MG and BPH+ trials. Second, a previous study by our group
(Heath et al., 2012) was purpose-designed to examine if JND/object size
scaling is related to the stochastic properties of motor output variability (for
review see Schmidt et al., 1979). In that study participants completed grasps
in movement time criterion of 400 ms and 800 ms. It was hypothesized that if
impulse-variability impacts JND/object size scaling then grasping responses
requiring higher velocities (i.e., 400 ms) would be associated with larger
JND/object size slopes. Counter to that prediction, JND/object size slopes
were refractory to the movement time criterion. Accordingly, our group
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We computed JNDs at the time of PGA and TGA to provide
a law-based measure of whether MG, BPH−, and BPH+ trials
adhere to or violate Weber’s law. Results for JNDs computed at
PGA and TGA matched one another and showed that BPH−
trials adhered to Weber’s law, whereas MG and BPH+ trials
violated the law. Further, the mean JND/object size slope for
BPH− trials was larger than MG and BPH+ trials, and the
latter two trial-types did not differ. These findings provide a
direct replication of our group’s previous work (Davarpanah
Jazi et al., 2015b; see also Holmes et al., 2011) and are taken
to evince that the absence of haptic feedback (i.e., BPH− trials)
renders pantomime-grasps selectivelymediated via relative visual
information (see also Goodale et al., 1994; Westwood et al., 2000;
Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2011; Fukui and Inui, 2013; Holmes et al.,
2013). In turn, that haptic feedback provided immediately at the
movement goal location (i.e., MG trials) or when experimentally
induced (i.e., BPH+ trials) resulted in a violation of Weber’s
law indicates an absolute visuo-haptic calibration. Moreover, in
accounting for the integration hypothesis we emphasize that
object size was randomly varied on a trial-by-trial basis. Thus,
during BPH+ (and MG) trials it was not possible for participants
to use haptic feedback from trial N-1 in order to support
aperture scaling on a subsequent trial. Instead, we propose that
an error signal related to the difference between a predicted
and an actual haptic outcome activates a learning corrective
process supporting the refinement and calibration of an internal
forward model (see Flanagan et al., 2006). The internal model
is proposed to mediate a visuo-haptic calibration serving the
absolute specification of object size on future trial performances
(see also Davarpanah Jazi and Heath, 2014; Whitwell et al.,
2014).
Blocked vs. Random Haptic Feedback
Schedule: Preparing for the “Worst Case”
Recall that the objective of this study was to determine whether
advanced information related to haptic feedback availability
influences the nature of the information supporting PH−
and PH+ trials. In addressing this objective, we note that
previous work by Bingham et al. (2007) showed that PH− trials
performed in a blocked feedback schedule exhibited smaller
PGAs (and terminal grip apertures) than trials wherein the
object was available to grasp at the movement goal location
(i.e., H+ trials). In contrast, PH− trials in a random feedback
schedule exhibited PGAs that were as large as blocked and
random feedback schedule H+ trials. Accordingly, the authors
proposed that intermittent—and unpredictable—terminal haptic
feedback (i.e., random H+ trials) is sufficient to support absolute
calibration in PH− trials. As outlined in the ‘‘Introduction’’
Section however, it could be argued that the larger PGAs
associated with random feedback schedule PH− trials reflects
a strategy designed to avoid the possibility of a hand/object
collision. To avoid that potential confound, we contrasted PH−
and PH+ trials in a random feedback schedule (i.e., RPH+
and RPH− trials) to preclude expectancy-based differences in
proposed that the scaling of JNDs to object size is independent of neuromotor
noise.
grasping control. To that end, we found that the timing and
magnitude of PGA, and the magnitude of TGA, for RPH− and
RPH+ trials was equivalent to their blocked feedback schedule
counterparts (i.e., BPH− and BPH+ trials). As such, the PGA
findings demonstrate that the pantomime-grasping trial-types
used here were associated with comparable control strategies,
and our results provide no evidence that intermittent and
unpredictable haptic feedback supports an absolute visuo-haptic
calibration.
As indicated previously, JNDs (computed at PGA and TGA)
for BPH− and BPH+ trials respectively adhered to and violated
Weber’s law. In contrast, RPH− and RPH+ trials adhered to
the law. Moreover, JND/object size slopes for RPH− and RPH+
trials did not reliably differ in magnitude from BPH− trials.
That RPH− and RPH+ trials adhered to Weber’s law on par
to BPH− trials provides law-based evidence that the inability
to predict haptic feedback availability precluded an absolute
calibration process and rendered aperture shaping via relative
visual information. Thus, an important issue to address is why
advance knowledge of haptic feedback is required to support an
absolute visuo-haptic calibration. In addressing this question, we
have drawn on work contrasting reaching/grasping movements
performed with (i.e., closed-loop action) and without (i.e.,
open-loop) continuous limb and target vision across blocked
and random feedback schedules. In particular, results have
shown that closed-loop trials performed in a blocked feedback
schedule are more accurate (Zelaznik et al., 1983; Elliott and
Allard, 1985), exhibit more online trajectory amendments (Khan
et al., 2002) and produce more effective PGAs (Jakobson and
Goodale, 1991) than counterparts performed in a random
feedback schedule. Accordingly, the inability to predict the
availability of visual feedback has been interpreted to reflect the
adoption of a ‘‘worst-case’’ control strategy wherein a response
is specified largely in advance of movement execution via
central planning mechanisms (Elliott et al., 2009). As well, work
has shown that closed-loop reaching (Neely et al., 2008) and
grasping (Heath et al., 2004) responses in a blocked feedback
schedule are refractory to the context-dependent (i.e., relative)
features of pictorial illusions, whereas random feedback schedule
counterparts are ‘‘tricked’’ in a direction consistent with the
illusion’s perceptual effects. As such, a ‘‘worst-case’’ control
strategy has been tied to motor output subserved via relative
visual information (for review see Heath et al., 2011). Indeed,
it is entirely possible that in a ‘‘worst-case’’ control strategy
the unpredictable nature of feedback diminishes participants’
ability to contrast an expected to an actual visual outcome
and therefore limits the efficiency and effectiveness of an
internal forward model supporting trial-by-trial performance
improvements (Cheng and Sabes, 2007). In the context of the
current investigation, an internal forward model would serve to
trigger a learning corrective process when a mismatch is detected
between a predicted and actual haptic outcome (Westling and
Johansson, 1987). Thus, the predicted availability of haptic
feedback (BPH+ trials) may represent the environment necessary
for an optimal integration between visual and haptic systems
(Ernst and Banks, 2002) and therefore supports the trial-by-trial
learning corrective process required for an absolute visuo-haptic
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calibration. In contrast, we propose that completing a response
in an environment wherein haptic feedback is unavailable (i.e.,
BPH− trials) or cannot be predicted (i.e., RPH− and RPH+
trials) limits—or precludes—an optimal integration process and
results in motor output specified via the relative visual features of
a target object.
CONCLUSIONS
This work provides the first examination of whether pantomime-
grasping performed with and without advance knowledge of
haptic feedback adheres to or violates the psychophysical
principles of Weber’s law. Results showed that grasping
adhered to Weber’s law when haptic feedback was unavailable
or could not be predicted—a finding we interpret to reflect
the selective use of relative visual cues for aperture shaping. In
contrast, responses violated Weber’s law when haptic feedback
was predictably available. As such, we propose that trial-to-trial
knowledge of haptic feedback serves as an optimal environment
to support an absolute visuo-haptic calibration. Moreover, we
again emphasize that our work identifies a critical limitation
of the only other study to have examined the role of haptic
feedback in a random feedback schedule (Bingham et al., 2007).
Bingham et al.’s study is taken as explicit evidence for the
sensory requirements associated with an absolute visuo-haptic
calibration. Notably, and counter to Bingham et al. (2007), we
show that advanced knowledge of haptic feedback is required
to support an absolute haptic feedback calibration/integration.
We therefore see our results as an important contribution
to the grasping literature. Our future work in this area will
examine the concurrent behavioral and electroencephalographic
(i.e., event-related brain potentials: ERP; see Heath et al., 2015b)
properties of pantomime-grasping responses performed with
and without haptic feedback. In particular, the P300 ERP
waveform is a component of interest because it reflects the
updating of an internal mental model (Donchin and Coles,
1988). As such, modulation of the P300 amplitude in grasping
paradigms similar to that used here would identify the neural
mechanism associated with an absolute visuo-haptic calibration.
Such a result would provide a more encompassing theoretical
view of feedback in grasping, and may serve to emphasize
its role and integration in future prosthetic and robotic
interfaces.
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